Case Study
Thermatile Plus Radiant Panels installed
at Crown Hills Community College

Energy saving, in particular the reduction in carbon emissions,
is often one of the cornerstones to any new-build project.

This was certainly the case for Crown Hills Community
College, one of Leicester’s largest comprehensive
secondary schools which received a major rebuild
under the council’s £21m Building Schools for the
Future (BSF) scheme.
From the outset, the project had the mission of
achieving a 60 per cent reduction in carbon emissions.
To help achieve this, Leicester Miller Education
Company Ltd (the Public Private Partnership who
delivered the Crown Hills project), turned to
S & P Coils Ltd and in particular its Thermatile Plus
ceiling panels.
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The project
Crown Hills Community College in
Leicester is a modern, state-of-the-art
facility housing more than 1,200 11 to
16-year-old pupils as well as the wider
community. The 11,686m2 build design
was based around three learning
zones, connected by a walkway to
create a bright and engaging learning
environment.
As part of the funding, the school
received a £800,000 grant from the
England Wales Cricket Board (ECB)
to develop an indoor cricket facility
which has helped the school become
a centre of cricketing excellence for
Leicester.
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The project is a vibrant, multi-cultural
centre used not only by students, but
the wider community.

The equipment
More than 500 Thermatile Plus
standard panels were chosen for
the college’s drama department.
These corrugated aluminium panels
have copper tubing on its upper
surface, allowing low-pressure
hot water to be fed through the
circuit. Insulation on the back of
the panel also means heat cannot
escape into the ceiling void.

Contractors C A Sothers Ltd
chose Thermatile Plus because the
panels aren’t restricted to standard
ceiling grid sizes and can be freely
suspended and shaped to suit
individual requirements – making
them the quickest way to heat up
the space, as well as being easily
controlled.

As well as Thermatile Plus standard
panels, special option Sportsline
panels were used in the construction
of the gym. These were specified
due to their construction: V-shaped
sections so that objects such as
shuttle cocks and balls don’t
become stuck.

Technology
At the very core of the Thermatile
Plus Radiant Ceiling Panel system is its
unique patented composite aluminium
sheet panel. Because of its high tensile
strength, rigid structure and low weight
characteristics the panel is used in
many different applications: from
automotive to marine construction
industries – making it a building
material in its own right.
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The high efficiency of SPC’s
radiant heating and cooling
panels is due to their excellent
thermal conductivity properties.
Heat is fed into the panel via a
12mm copper pipe fixed into
aluminium extrusions. These
are then riveted to the upper
surface of the panel – ensuring
reliable heat transfer while also
maintaining a completely smooth
visible lower surface. This smooth
bottom surface not only makes the
panel aesthetically pleasing but also
hygienic and easy to clean – ideal
for hospitals, dentists and other
healthcare applications.

Thermatile Plus panels can be installed
in different ways – in a ceiling grid,
free-hanging, plasterboard frame and
angled frame.
In a ceiling grid, the ceiling panels have
no fixed sidewalls and a layer
of high-performance insulation across
the upper surface right up to the
panel edges, meaning that heat loss
into the void is extremely small. As a
result, an very high proportion of heat
is radiated into the room below.
In a plasterboard ceiling, installation
can be achieved by fastening the panel
via an easy-to-install frame that is
screwed into the ceiling.

When the Thermatile Plus radiant
ceiling panels are hung freely from
the soffit, a plastic sidewall trim is
attached to the panel’s edge to
conceal the insulation. The plastic
sidewall is a poor conductor of
heat, and ensures that the output
is radiated from the bottom
surface.
Thermatile Plus radiant panels
can also be wall mounted either flat against the wall
or angled using a speciallydesigned angled mounting
bracket. This angled bracket
also comes with a ball guard
to stop items being lodged between
the panel and the wall.

Benefits
• Thermatile Plus radiant ceiling panels
free up valuable wall and floor areas
for the maximum use of space.
• At only 40mm depth, the panels can
be installed in shallow false ceilings
- or where ceiling height is at a
premium.
• Because the panels utilise radiant
heat, 15 per cent energy savings in
normal applications can be achieved.
• The to a rigid composite aluminium
sheet panel eliminates deflection
during warm up, ensuring a smooth
and flat visible surface which is
attractive and easy to clean - ideal for
healthcare applications. The design
also allows riveting of aluminium
extrusions holding the coil to upper
surface, ensuring permanent and
reliable heat transfer.

• Plastic sidewalls reduce convective
output of the panels and conceal
the insulation, therefore panels
are efficient in terms of radiant to
convective heat ratio.
• The 12mm coil allows circuit
optimisation against a range of water
flow rates, maintaining low hydraulic
resistance while ensuring that flow is
turbulent. This means smaller panels
achieve the full quoted output.
• The panels are joined with a simple
plastic joining strip, this removes the
need for cover plates and allows for
expansion movement. Longer panels
have either a serpentine coil or a
header system on each section with
push fit flexible connections on each
join. The system is designed to be
modular and easy to install, without

the need for specialist tools or
equipment.
• The perforated acoustic panels
provide excellent acoustic attenuation
for noisy rooms such as classrooms
or where a quiet environment is
required (such as libraries). Often,
perforated panels can meet the
sound absorption requirements in the
building regulations for classrooms,
without taking any other measures.
• Thermatile Plus radiant ceiling
panels are made at our dedicated
manufacturing facility in Leicester
- ensuring an accurate, rapid and
flexible response to our clients’ needs.
• SPC’s technical sales team are able to
help with all aspects of radiant panel
system design.

For more information on Thermatile Plus, or any of HASL’s products,
visit www.hasl.co.uk
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